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Introduction
This was the seventh paper to be sat for the Applied Business qualification (single award).
This paper was previously available in January and June each year, but is now only available
in the June series. The paper was based on Eira Grant Photography, a small business run
by Eira. The scenario proved accessible to candidates. It contained text and an image. The
purpose of the scenario is to help candidates appreciate the context within which they are
applying their answers.
Basing questions on the given situation still seems to present difficulty for candidates.
Centres should realise that candidates are not expected to memorise scenario information,
because of its introductory purpose - key information will be provided in question stems.
However, the advice remains to ensure that candidates re-visit this scenario several times
during the examination, to re-familiarise themselves with it. This kind of specific application
will remain a key theme of this paper, and centres are therefore once again encouraged to
work closely with their candidates to ensure they cope with this particular challenge.
To date the papers have covered a variety of businesses - a drum store, a cake factory, a
cinema, a theme park, a hotel, a jewellers and this series a self-employed photographer.
Centres are encouraged to look at a variety of businesses and ownership types with their
candidates and to practice answering questions in context.
The paper contained questions from all specification areas. There were six questions in
total. The paper was designed to assess candidates across the full GCSE ability range, and
achieved this, proving to be accessible to all. Quality of Written information was assessed in
question 7 and this was indicated by an asterix (*7).
Centres are also advised to look at the command words at the beginning of each question.
Many candidates are losing marks through their lack of understanding of these words.
For example ‘explain’ in question 3 required candidates to explain two advantages to Eira
of using online payments, each awarded 2 x 3 marks. To get these marks the answer
should be developed. Many candidates are submitting a list of bullet points without further
development, which cannot gain full marks, or giving a variety of advantages.
The 60 minutes seemed sufficient. Gaps appeared to be due more to lack of knowledge than
lack of time. The paper differentiated well, and all questions were answered as expected
with no major misinterpretations. Most problems were found in question 3 where candidates
had misread the question. Rather than explaining two advantages to Eira of using online
payments they wrote about Eira receiving online payments from her customers. Also in 4(b)
candidates gave examples of start up costs and running costs rather than explaining the
difference between them.
Most centres seem to have taken full account of advice given to ensure as far as possible
that candidates answer question parts in the space allocated. Where this was not so - for
example, due to deleting a wrong answer in the answer line section - most candidates
indicated the location of the corrected answer on the paper (eg 'see next page' or 'my
answer is on the last blank page'). This practice is once again strongly encouraged. A
large number of candidates wrote a great deal for Q7 and therefore needed extra sheets.
Candidates should practice writing more concise answers to this extended question as the
twenty lines available should be more than adequate for their answer. There were a few
occurrences of candidates writing in heavy felt pens that transferred onto the reverse of the
paper or in pencil that was difficult to read. Centres should clearly instruct candidates to
read the rubric at the front of the paper which advises them to use black ink or ball-point
pen.
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Question 1 (a) (b)
Most candidates scored full marks on this question as they could identify both the order of
the documents and the direction in which they would be sent.

Examiner Comments

The documents are not in the correct order, therefore the
candidate loses marks.
Marks can be awarded for the correct flow (direction) of the
documents.

Examiner Tip

Ensure you know the order of all the documents that
are used in a business.
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Examiner Comments

A perfect answer.
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Question 2 (a)
Candidates generally answered the question well. Many were able to gain marks by spotting
the errors, but some candidates lost marks as they did not develop their answers fully.
Candidates who were unable to either fully develop their responses or clearly explain the
reasons for not paying the invoice tended to show a lack of knowledge as to the purpose
of each document and how they link together. Some candidates were confused as to the
numbering of the documents and to the lack of price for the camera bag.

Examiner Comments

A perfect answer.
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Examiner Comments

Reason one cannot be awarded marks but the following two
reasons are correct. The candidate therefore loses two of the six
marks available.
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Question 2 (b)
Candidates generally answered the question well; many were able to gain full marks.

Examiner Comments

A well written answer that gains full 2 marks.
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Question 3
Most candidates gained marks on this question. The difficulty candidates had in achieving
the higher mark bands was that they failed to fully develop their answers. The question
clearly asks that candidates explains two advantages and fully develop the individual points
made to gain the marks available. Frequently, candidates who achieved lower marks made a
range of points rather than developing two points.

Examiner Comments

The candidate only gains 3 of the 6 marks available. One
mark is awarded for 'instantly taken out' 'fast payment', then
a further two for 'it can be done anytime - because internet
access is everywhere'.

Examiner Tip

Check the mark allocation - if there are 6 marks and
2 reasons then ensure that you develop each reason
enough to allow the examiner to award you the marks.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has not really answered the question and does
not gain any marks. Some parts of the answer are very vague.
Why is hard to make mistakes?
How does it help her budget?

Examiner Tip

Make sure that you focus your answer to the question
set and be clear in your response.
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Question 4 (a)
Candidates generally answered the question well, most were able to gain full marks

Examiner Comments

Only one relevant example given. The scenario is for Eira Grant
Photography and so she is very unlikely to have raw materials.

Examiner Tip

Be sure to answer the question in the context of the
scenario.
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Examiner Comments

Two relevant examples given, full marks awarded.
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Question 4 (b)
Candidates who could explain the business terminology fully were able to access full marks
on this question.
Candidates who failed to achieve full marks often gave further examples of start up and
running costs (already assessed in 4(a)) rather than developing their explanation of the
difference between start up and running costs.

Examiner Comments

A well written answer that gains all 4 marks.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate only gains half of the marks available because
they do not develop their answer; they give examples which
although are correct is not an explanation of the difference as
required.

Examiner Tip

Make sure you read the question and answer fully.
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Question 5
Candidates generally answered the question well and many were able to gain full marks.
Errors were made where candidates had not learned the layout of the P and L account and
had therefore inserted figures in the wrong boxes. A significant number of candidates put
the figure for total expenses in the box below the wording ‘total expenses’ and then wrote
net profit in the box provided for total expenses.
The most common error, as in previous series, was for candidates to add the Cost of Sales
to Total Sales figure rather than subtract. Many also added transport costs to Cost of Sales.

Examiner Comments

A perfect, well laid out answer that gains full marks.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate has correctly filled in P and L account but has
put the Total Expenses in the wrong box thus losing the box to
insert Net Profit and the total.

Examiner Tip

The bottom left box will always be net profit or net
loss. Ensure you know the layout of a P and L account.
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Question 6 (a)
Most candidates were well practised in filling out an invoice. This question was answered
well but many candidates omitted the name of the customer, Mrs Deborah Davey, thus
losing a mark.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has omitted the name of the customer, thus
losing a mark.
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Examiner Comments

A perfect answer.
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Question 6 (b)
This question was well answered by most candidates who clearly demonstrated their
knowledge and understanding of how overcharging a customer could affect both the
accounts and more importantly the reputation of the business.

Examiner Comments

The company has overcharged the customer and so will not be
losing money, although may lose sales because of this.
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Examiner Comments

A well developed answer that scores full marks.
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Question 7
This was the 'extended answer' element of the paper to include Quality of Written
Communication, and some candidates struggled to formulate fluent responses to this
question. Candidates were asked to advise on the advantages and disadvantages of using
profitability ratios to assess the performance of the business but where candidates had not
fully read or understood the question they produced limited generic responses at Level 1
referring to profitability ratios in general.
Generally candidates struggled to gain marks outside of level 1 and 2 although the question
allowed for more able candidates to gain level 3. Many candidates did not have a clear idea
of what role profitability has in a business and therefore couldn’t evaluate the advantages
of using profitability ratios. Another major shortfall was candidates confusing liquidity
and profitability thus showing a lack of understanding. Candidates are advised to learn
the difference between liquidity and profitability, between the Profit and Loss account and
Balance Sheet and to be clear on how the two are linked.
Candidates in the main answered the question at a basic level considering the advantages
of Gross Profit and Net Profit ratios. Some candidates considered how the ratios could allow
for the better management of costs and expenses. Far fewer candidates could explain the
use of Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) or explain how the ratios could be useful in
considering the current success and/or performance of the business for key stakeholders (ie
Eira/shareholders/future investors etc).
Knowledge was generally sound but marks were limited as this question asks the candidates
to 'advise' and 'assess'.
To gain higher marks candidates needed to consider the use of profitability ratios, and how
they are only useful if set in context with other elements of financial performance such
as the consideration of liquidity and how they could be used as a tool for comparison with
previous years, other competitors, or bank interest.
The above elements were unfortunately rarely combined or fully developed in answers given
by candidates although some of the more able candidates used a range of these points to
develop their answers.
QWC: The Quality of Written Communication used by candidates was of variable quality.
Most answers were written in extended prose rather than as bullet points, which is
encouraging, and there were some good attempts. Some candidates unfortunately are still
showing poor quality of written communication with poor sentence structure, grammar and
spelling. More able candidates were able to fluently structure their answers considering
both advantages and disadvantages and reaching valid conclusions using full paragraphs.
In addition, more able candidates used good grammar, spelling and business terminology in
their responses.
All candidates are reminded of the importance of QWC when structuring their answers as
this determines the level and the marks that can be awarded.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has structured the answer well and made many
valid points, scoring 7 of the 10 marks available.

Examiner Tip

The candidate has ringed the command word at the
beginning of the question - advise...on the performance'.
This is good practice.
This has allowed the candidate to write a focussed answer,
not a general answer that gives everything they know
about ratios.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has spent rather too long explaining the ratios
but has then moved on to advantages and disadvantages. The
content plus the QWC combined means this candidate gains 6 of
the 10 marks available.

Examiner Tip

Remember that there are very few knowledge marks
(AO1 marks) in this final question. The marks are for
assessment/evaluation/justification (AO2 and AO3).
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
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•

Use black ink or ball-point pen. Heavy felt pens transfer onto the reverse of the paper
and pencil is difficult to read

•

Read the scenario to ensure that your answers are in context. Re-visit the scenario
several times during the examination and re-familiarise yourselves with it

•

Look at the command words at the beginning of each question. Do not submit a list of
bullet points without further development when the command word is eg 'Explain'

•

Look for the words in bold in the question - eg 'Explain two advantages to Eira...'
means develop two points only, not give a list of advantages

•

Answer question parts in the space allocated. If this is not possible eg due to deleting a
wrong answer in the answer line section, indicate the location of the corrected answer
on the paper (eg 'see next page' or 'my answer is on the last blank page')

•

Practice writing more concise answers for the final extended question. The twenty lines
available should be more than adequate for your answer.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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